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Sureyors see what they want to 

By Charles Battig 

Stephen Williams, executive director of the Thomas Jefferson Planning District Commission, 

proclaimed Charlottesville, Albemarle County and the University of Virginia as one entity 

(“Groups meet on livability project,” The Daily Progress, April 19). 

The public does not agree, as documented by the TJPDC livability survey. According to 

Charlottesville-Tomorrow, Feb. 15 (“Albemarle officials take another look at adequacy of 

housing pipeline and demand”): “Most of the 508 respondents ‘said they would prefer to live in 

the rural areas of Albemarle County if there were no barriers in choice of housing.’ Sixty-one 

percent said they commuted from outside the Charlottesville-Albemarle area because they found 

housing elsewhere more affordable or a better value.” 

From the public’s point of view, “livability” seems to be whatever the planners want it to be, 

even if it means forcing the round pegs of citizen choice into the square-hole, utopian notions of 

planners. Instead of working to accommodate the expressed wishes of the public, the planners 

complain that the public does not know what is best for it. 

The livability surveys are inherently flawed, because any survey is limited to the chosen 

indicators. The result is largely predetermined by the original crafters of the survey, and the 

choices offered to the public. 

None of the livability surveys linked “cost” to the desirability of a measure. Had the survey 

included: “How much more in taxes would you pay for measure ‘x’,” the results might be 

meaningful. If the desired measures are “free,” why not have more of everything desirable? The 

result is a diversity of choices limited only by the desires and number of people responding. 

None of the livability surveys included “private property rights” as a factor. Why not? 

There was no definition of affordable housing. How much is the right amount and for whom? 

City-county discussions of new jobs define them as “environmentally friendly, high-tech, high-
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paying.” This filters out the real jobs for which the real unemployed might be qualified. The 

large numbers of unemployed for whom housing is unaffordable do not have the educational 

skills for such utopian industries. Cherry-picking of acceptable industries or jobs puts the 

disadvantaged in a perpetual dependency role rather than into jobs. 
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